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searching electronically on the Web. Because linking must often be added manually to electronically prepared manuscripts in other forms of TEX, using AMS-LATEX
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AMS. This results in fewer errors in processing and saves the author proofreading
time. AMS-LATEX papers also move more efficiently through the production stream,
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AMS-LATEX.
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At the time of submission, authors should indicate if the paper has been prepared
using AMS-LATEX or AMS-TEX and provide the Editor with a paper manuscript
that matches the electronic manuscript. The final version of the electronic manuscript should be sent to the Providence office immediately after the paper has
been accepted for publication. The author should also send the final version of the
paper manuscript to the Editor, who will forward a copy to the Providence office.
Editors will require authors to send their electronically prepared manuscripts to the
Providence office in a timely fashion. Electronically prepared manuscripts can be
sent via email to pub-submit@ams.org (Internet) or on diskette to the Electronic
Prepress Department, American Mathematical Society, P.O. Box 6248, Providence,
RI 02940-6248. When sending a manuscript electronically, please be sure to include
a message indicating in which publication the paper has been accepted. No corrections will be accepted electronically. Authors must mark their changes on their
proof copies and return them to the Providence office. Complete instructions on
how to send files are included in the author package.

Electronic graphics. Comprehensive instructions on preparing graphics are
available at www.ams.org/jourhtml/graphics.html. A few of the major requirements are given here.
Submit files for graphics as EPS (Encapsulated PostScript) files. This includes
graphics originated via a graphics application as well as scanned photographs or
other computer-generated images. If this is not possible, TIFF files are acceptable
as long as they can be opened in Adobe Photoshop or Illustrator. No matter what
method was used to produce the graphic, it is necessary to provide a paper copy to
the AMS.
Authors using graphics packages for the creation of electronic art should also
avoid the use of any lines thinner than 0.5 points in width. Many graphics packages
allow the user to specify a “hairline” for a very thin line. Hairlines often look
acceptable when proofed on a typical laser printer. However, when produced on a
high-resolution laser imagesetter, hairlines become nearly invisible and will be lost
entirely in the final printing process.

Screens should be set to values between 15% and 85%. Screens which fall outside
of this range are too light or too dark to print correctly. Variations of screens within
a graphic should be no less than 10%.
AMS policy on making changes to articles after posting. Articles are
posted to the AMS website individually after proof is returned from authors and
before appearing in an issue. To preserve the integrity of electronically published
articles, once an article is individually posted to the AMS website but not yet in
an issue, changes cannot be made in place in the paper. However, an “Added after
posting” section may be added to the paper right before the References when there
is a critical error in the content of the paper. The “Added after posting” section
gives the author an opportunity to correct this type of critical error before the
article is put into an issue for printing and before it is then reposted with the issue.
The “Added after posting” section remains a permanent part of the paper. The
AMS does not keep author-related information, such as affiliation, current address,
and email address, up to date after a paper is initially posted.
Once the article is assigned to an issue, even if the issue has not yet been posted to
the AMS website corrections may be made to the paper by submitting a traditional
errata article to the Editor. The errata article will appear in a future print issue
and will link back and forth on the web to the original article online.
Secure manuscript tracking on the Web and via email. Authors can track
their manuscripts through the AMS journal production process using the personal
AMS ID and Article ID printed in the upper right-hand corner of the Consent
to Publish form sent to each author who publishes in AMS journals. Access to
the tracking system is available from www.ams.org/mstrack/ or via email sent to
mstrack-query@ams.org. To access by email, on the subject line of the message
simply enter the AMS ID and Article ID. To track more than one manuscript by
email, choose one of the Article IDs and enter the AMS ID and the Article ID
followed by the word all on the subject line. An explanation of each production
step is provided on the web through links from the manuscript tracking screen.
Questions can be sent to jams-query@ams.org.
TEX files available. Beginning with the January 1992 issue of the Bulletin and
the January 1996 issues of Transactions, Proceedings, Mathematics of Computation,
and the Journal of the AMS, TEX files can be downloaded from the AMS website
starting from www.ams.org/journals/. Authors without Web access may request
their files at the address given below after the article has been published. For
Bulletin papers published in 1987 through 1991 and for Transactions, Proceedings,
Mathematics of Computation, and the Journal of the AMS papers published in
1987 through 1995, TEX files are available upon request for authors without Web
access by sending email to file-request@ams.org or by contacting the Electronic
Prepress Department, American Mathematical Society, P.O. Box 6248, Providence,
RI 02940-6248. The request should include the title of the paper, the name(s) of
the author(s), the name of the publication in which the paper has or will appear,
and the volume and issue numbers if known. The TEX file will be sent to the
author making the request after the article goes to the printer. If the requestor
can receive Internet email, please include the email address to which the file should
be sent. Otherwise please indicate a diskette format and postal address to which
a disk should be mailed. Note: Because TEX production at the AMS sometimes
requires extra fonts and macros that are not yet publicly available, TEX files cannot
be guaranteed to run through the author’s version of TEX without errors. The AMS

regrets that it cannot provide support to eliminate such errors in the author’s TEX
environment.
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